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The following videos were sent  to us from a Correspondent in Eastern Ukraine:

Soldiers and Paramilitary are shooting indiscriminately at civilians in the Eastern Ukrainian
city of Mariapul on the explicit orders of the Kiev Neo-Nazi regime.

In the words of  Julia  Timoshenko,  with reference to the Odessa Trade Unions building
massacre:

“We need to be tougher, Excuse me, I would just shoot them all,

Today’s reaction is absolutely legitimate,  Our people died. That is why these
alien  creatures  [Russian  speaking  Ukrainians]  who  have  come to  Ukraine
deserve only one thing, they should be killed”

This  position not  only describes official  government policy,  the CIA is  advising Kiev on the
conduct of these “counter-terrorist” operations directed against innocent civilians. 

Meanwhile the Western media remains silent, tacitly supportive and complicit in the conduct
of crimes against humanity in the name of “democracy”.

 Michel Chossudovsky, Global Research, April 09, 2014
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